
JUD 2 

NT10: Jude 

 

(JUD) 

PRAY 

For the two weeks I have NOT ONLY read the book of JUDE in your hearing—BUT we have (also) 

discussed its contents… 

And during that time WE have discovered that JUDE was writing from a very interesting VANTAGE 

POINT… 

He writes as Scripture’s LAST WRITER—as the ONE who will CLOSE the CANON… 

…As this WORLD’S last KNOWN LEGITIMATE PROPHET. 

 IOW:  We should NOT expect to RECEIVE any more “special or prophetic words” from GOD… 

In the words of JUDE HIMSELF, the Christian Faith has been “once for all handed down to the saints”… 

And it is A FAITH whose DOCTRINE MUST BE FOUGHT HARD FOR… 

--ESPECIALLY when it comes to that WHICH HE calls in verse 3, “our common salvation”—THE GOSPEL. 

And the REASON we must WAGE such WARFARE, is two-fold: 

(One) b/c THOSE super soldiers OF OLD (the apostles) have all passed away…or ARE OUT of 

COMMISSION---(AND Two)--- b/c the ENEMY is AMONG US…(in the camp, behind allied lines)… 

In the words of JUDE (again) “certain people have crept in un-noticed”… 

And is THEREFORE UP TO US---to both IDENTIFY them (before it is too late)—AND—to STOP them and 

their message from spreading (and destroying) lives…WHICH is exactly what they ARE DOING… 



Which BRINGS US then to what I believe to be THE THEME of the BOOK… 

“A Passionate Appeal To Every Member Warfare” 

Jude writes WITH THE SOLE GOAL of enlisting every Christian into this spiritual battle WHICH continues 

to RAGE against the CHRISTIAN FAITH… 

A battle which DEMANDS the COMMITMENT of all those WHO claim to follow CHRIST---and REQUIRES 

that we are FIGHTING HARD—that we are contending EARNESTLY… 

To do that (however) REQUIRES two other things…things I mentioned just a moment AGO—THAT we be 

able to both IDENTIFY WHO (exactly) the enemy is---AND---they we possess the skills necessary to 

effectively STOP them in their tracks…   

AND that (then) is what the remaining content of the book is concerned with… 

In giving us instruction in relation to THOSE two things… 

THE FIRST we began LAST week which is (again)…related to the issue of IDENTITY… 

1.  “Every member warfare” requires correct identification of the enemy. 

AND HERE are the TWO (so called identity markers) we discussed under it… 

1.1 They are “insiders”. (and…) 

1.2   They teach a false gospel which exchanges submission for sensuality, Lordship for licentiousness. 

And this more than anything else (as I mentioned then)  this is WHAT makes them our enemies. 

THIS is the enemy’s PRIMARY WEAPON…(that which also factors into every other identity marker and 

weapon which follows) 

IT is the WEAPON of a FALSE GOSPEL MESSAGE… 

A message (which as verse 4 states) “perverts the grace of God into sensuality (or licentiousness) and 

denies our only Master and Lord Jesus Christ” 

An anti-Lordship Gospel message… 



A gospel which says “you can do what you WANT—since what you do DOESN’T AFFECT your salvation.  

Whether you are obedient to Jesus as your MASTER in all things OR NOT—doesn’t really matter (it wb 

nice—but it is not necessary). 

A message which promises people freedom—but makes them slaves to sin… 

A message WHICH tickles the ears (and warms the heart) with its EASY-BELIEVISM—CHEAP GRACE 

requirements—while at the same time—selling people a FALSE FUTURE HOPE and  making people 

TWICE the sons of HELL… 

In summary, a message which “defiles the flesh” and rejects authority”. 

(Which takes us directly into our new material and point number three…) 

HOW else we are to identify these false teachers—or pastors (which as we saw also last week is what 

they are—they are “shepherds” who are preaching this false gospel-- v12; 2Pe 2:1 also directly calls 

them “false teachers”) …. 

How else (then) we are to identify these enemies of the CHRISTIAN FAITH so that we know who to fight 

against ---is by the fact that… 

1.3  They are biblically incompetent, hating the competent.  

((8)) 

“Yet in like manner these people also” = Anytime you see a phrase which says “in like manner” or 

“likewise” or “in the same way”, the author wants you realize that he is ABOUT to make a connection 

between TWO things--- in this case: the historical examples of the Israelites, the Fallen Angels and 

Sodom and Gomorrah (from verses 5-thru 7) and those pastors preaching a false gospel(from verse 4)… 

And the connection is THIS: 

THOUGH those EXAMPLES ARE there IN the SCRIPTURE---as warning SIGNS AGAINST ANY who would 

entertain (even for a second) THE IDEA that GOD would ever SAVE individuals who chose live a life which 

continues to “defile the flesh” and “reject authority”—MEANING HIS AUTHORITY and LORDSHIP over 

them (which is exactly what each of those in the historical examples were guilty of)… 



THOUGH these pastors HAVE SUCH RESOURCES (and references) at their fingertips…(as a means to KEEP 

them from such apostasy)… 

“YET in LIKE MANNER these people (these pastors)---CONTINUE DOWN this PATH of CERTAIN 

DAMNATION by preaching their anti-Lordship, easy-believism FALSE GOSPEL message WHICH 

PROMOTES those very things… 

 Which “perverts the grace of GOD into sensuality” and denies Jesus as Master and Lord… 

Which “defiles the flesh and rejects authority”. 

THAT is what JUDE is telling us IN these verses… 

THAT (however) is NOT all HE is telling US!  

As a matter of fact, WHAT JUDE really wants us to take away from these VERSES is WHY they DO 

it…(AND) HOW they treat those WHO don’t…those (iow) who are faithful to preach the right message… 

IOW:  WHAT is the CAUSE and EFFECT (of their actions) in continuing to speak this FALSE GOSPEL which 

will ultimately DAMN their souls and the souls of others…though there are plenty of biblical warnings to 

STOP… 

THAT is what JUDE wants us to REALIZE in this VERSE—since it (too) helps US to identify the ENEMY. 

(AND)---the answer he gives is (essentially) this THIRD POINT: they are biblically incompetent, hating all 

those who are. 

THAT (IOW) is the CAUSE and EFFECT. 

They do it because they biblically incompetent to do otherwise---with the EFFECT that they hate all WHO 

are faithful and competent to KEEP preaching the TRUE GOSPEL… 

My support for saying that is WHAT JUDE is teaching (here) in verse 8: 

NOTICE AGAIN (from verse 8) THERE are TWO other phrases (I have not yet mentioned)… 

The first is…  “relying on dreams” 

 (8-“In like manner these people also, relying on their dreams…defile the flesh and reject authority”) =  



Here (then ) is the CAUSE… 

AND here (also) is WHY I say they are “biblically incompetent”… 

They rely on subjective feelings or pseudo-supernatural experience VERSUS the objective, legitimately 

supernatural WORD of GOD as the MEANS to validating what they preach/teach/believe.  And there is 

ONLY ONE reason a person DOES that---because the TOO COMPLETELY INCOMPETENT BIBLICALLY to do 

otherwise!  They don’t support what they believe/teach from the SCRIPTURES because their knowledge 

of the Scripture is atrocious! Though they may KNOW a little—what they DO KNOW is only enough to 

make them dangerous---AND what they DON’T know (which is the larger of the two categories) is FILLED 

in with FEELINGS and EXPERIENCE.  What happens when people mix what little they know of Scripture 

(i.e. their incompetency) with their experiences or feelings (2Pe 3:15-16).  This is why (Jam 3:1) says 

what it does!  And why Paul says what he does to Timothy in 1Ti 1:3-7. 

Biblical incompetency AS the reason for people “relying on dreams” is a truth validated in the message 

of OT prophets against the false prophets (Isa 8:19-20; Jer 23:25-33 w/ 10:21, 9:23-24). 

(That brings us then to the EFFECT---and the support for why I say they “hate those who are 

competent”)…They “blaspheme the glorious ones”. 

They “rely on dreams” (which is the CAUSE for preaching a false gospel which) “defiles the flesh and 

rejects authority” (AND ---they)… “blaspheme the glorious ones” (which based on JUDE’S choice of 

placing this LAST –means it CAN be functioning AS the EFFECT). 

(IOW):  THIS is HOW they treat those WHO are biblically competent with GOD’S WORD—they 

blaspheme them --(lit.) “ they speak harsh, slanderous or wrongfully condemning or hateful words 

against them---“the glorious ones” –(lit.) “those on whom God’s glorious ones”—WHO I (again) believe 

refers to faithful pastors/shepherds—those who are biblically competent and (therefore) bringing God 

glory by what they preach and teach (versus shame and dishonor—which is what the message of these 

false teachers bring). 

THOSE who (in the words of 2Pe 2:15) “do not need to be ashamed, because they accurately handle the 

word of GOD”… 

Those who are TRULY appointed by GOD to be His preachers and teachers in the church. 

These types of teachers and preachers--- the FALSE TEACHERS  “blaspheme” and HATE… 



(AND most likely) B/C they are intimidated and exposed by them (and they don’t want that)! 

COMPETENT teachers MAKE false teachers look all the more incompetent! 

And so THEY HEAP slanderous (untrue, unbiblical) accusations AGAINST them—(which once more is 

WHAT BLASPHEMY is—(it is CRIME of speaking malicious, slanderous untruths against another). 

And so this (too) Beloved is HOW we CAN identify them… 

THEY PREACH a false gospel MESSAGE because (one) they are too stupid to preach anything else (and 

TWO) they are too proud to BE TAUGHT anything BETTER—which is why (again) they speak against 

those WHO have been taught…those WHO do embrace a sound gospel and understanding of God’s 

WORD—the “glorious ones”. 

Further support is (then) given to what I have just said in verses 9 and 10:  

((9)) = Some have attempted to understand the “blasphemous judgment” which this VERSE speaks of---

AS what Michael chose not to do in relation to the devil (choosing instead to simply say, “the Lord 

rebuke you”)---which is why also some translations INTERPRET “the glorious ones” of verse 8 as “angelic 

majesties” . 

They see Satan (as the angelic majesty) whom Michael refuses to pronounce a blasphemous judgment 

against –AND READ it back into their understanding of Jude’s phrase about blaspheming the “glorious 

ones” in verse 8. 

The problem with that IS THAT is three-fold: 

(One) it infers that Satan is someone WHO needs to be respected… 

(Two) it makes blasphemy a possibility even when what is spoken in judgment is true (which is the only 

way Michael—God’s archangel would have spoken—IOW:  He is w/o sin and therefore would have 

never spoken something false or slanderous---which means (based on this interpretation) he could have 

been guilty of blasphemy though speaking only truth (which is silly to say the least!) 

 (Thirdly) it does not take into consideration Zechariah 3:2—a key OT text for understanding what is 

actually going on here. 

((Zech 3:2)) 



Here then is our answer to what is going on---AND NOTICE HOW it supports WHAT I said about the 

“glorious ones” referring to those God has truly appointed to preach and teach His Word—those who 

will bring Him glory because of their accurate/right handling of His Word and Gospel message (that is 

who Joshua was!). 

Which means that BACK in JUDE 9—who this blasphemous judgment is being directed at is NOT Satan—

but Moses (the man of God and shepherd of God’s people in the Exodus…a man who rightly handled 

God’s Word and Message!). 

Michael was not willing to speak blasphemous words against this TRUE MAN of GOD—whereas the devil 

WAS (like Joshua accusing him)…why is why (then) Michael rebukes him in the MOST authoritative way 

(the same way we see it in Zech 3!)—“The Lord rebuke you!” 

So that (again) is what is going on (in verse 9) and (once more it supports what I said earlier—with the 

added notion that NOW we know who the FT’s are most like when they condemn those who are truly 

God’s teachers and preachers—the DEVIL!)… 

Like the devil --they condemn (and speak against) those who truly are God’s men—men competent to 

handle God’s WORD… 

*The thing to do when you are not competent enough to speak on an issue—especially one related to 

the Christian Faith:  DON’T GO W/The GUT—RATHER KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT. 

These people (however) do just the opposite.  

 Verse 10 further DRIVES this point HOME—along with WHAT their end wb for such actions of 

incompetency and blasphemy—they will be “destroyed” 

((10)) 

What Jude is essentially telling us when HE says things like “they don’t understand” or understand 

“instinctively” or ARE like “unreasoning animals”…That THESE people (who are again pastors and 

teachers) are operating out of the same place as my DOG when it comes to leading their flock---or in the 

judgment calls they make against others (feelings v. fact…impulse/instinct v. inspired 

truth…incompetency v. competency!) 



(2Pe 2:12) “irrational animals, creatures of instinct, born to be caught and destroyed, blaspheming 

about matters of which they are IGNORANT ().” 

Christians need to be careful otherwise it wb my dog they have as their pastor!  

WHICH essentially MEANS THIS SHOULD govern our decisions as to where we go to church and what 

pastor we sit under—finding men who are biblically competent.   

However, it is rare today for any pastor to be questioned as to his theological ability or training.  Most 

people make their decision based on his personality or whether he shook their hand at the door when 

they were leaving—HARDLY things that will DETERMINE where you spend eternity---YET this is exactly 

what his biblical and theological competency WILL DETERMINE (1Ti 4:16). 

(How else  we can identify those we are to be fighting against—those who are enemies of the Christian 

Faith…false teachers is…). 

1.4  They practice selective obedience, selfish motives and subversive tactics for power which heaps 

judgment and helps no-one. 

1.4.1 Regarding the practice of selective obedience, selfish motives and subversive tactics: 

((11)) 

“the way of Cain” = Cain brought a sacrifice, but not his first-fruits (Gen 4).  He was selective in his 

obedience. 

“abandoned themselves for the sake of gain in Balaam’s error” = Balaam’ s desire for money caused him 

to abandon his responsibility as God’s mouthpiece and seek INSTEAD speaking on behalf of  a pagan king 

(Num 16).  He had selfish motives. This idea is picked up in verses 16 and 18 as well: ( 16-“following after 

their OWN sinful desires”, 18-“following after their OWN ungodly passions”)) (also 2Pe 2:15-16) 

*Statements which sound sincere but reveal selfish motives:   “I tried to live the kind of Christianity 

which requires that I be faithfully obedient, but it was too hard—and that’s when I realized true 

grace”—This is the perversion of God’s grace Jude is talking about in v4!!! It is an illegitimate excuse 

which denies God’s gospel truth in both the OT and NT (Rom 10:6-9; Deu 30:12-13). 



“Korah’s rebellion” = Korah sought to take a position of leadership and power in Israel by force.  He used 

subversive tactics for power (versus  letting God raise him up) (This BTW is how Jesus says this is what 

the KoG on earth will suffer—Mat 11). 

1.4.2 Regarding heaping judgment and helping no-one: 

Helping no-one: ((12-13)) 

Heaping judgment: ((14-15))—“the Lord comes with many of his holy ones…to execute judgment”—

these people have SO angered the Lord by their actions that HE has mounted an army of punishment 

against them! 

(finally…then JUDE tells us that the way to identify them is by the fact that…) 

1.5  They are system-cynical, self appointed, people-pleasing politicians.  

((16)) 

“grumblers, malcontents (lit. fault finders)” = Based on where we find these individuals (as pastors and 

teachers INSIDE the church), THAT MEANS this (too) is the context of the grumbling and fault-finding 

(the church)---which (ml) refers to the system that GOD has put in place as the means for MEN being 

raised up to such positions as pastors and teachers (1Ti 3; Tit 1; Act 6, 11).  These men are cynical of any 

system which would keep them from being IN CHARGE---or “following their own sinful desires”---which 

is WHERE the idea of self-appointing comes in.  Paul warns that this will HAPPEN ---which means 

churches and congregations will start this way (Act 20:30). 

Understanding these two phrases as referring to WHAT I just mentioned (system-cynical and self-

appointed) is further supported by what MUST BE the context of the remaining three phrases/ 

descriptors… 

“they are loud mouth boasters”  who are “showing favoritism”---AND this so as to “gain an advantage” =  

 ALL of that can NEATLY and COMPLETELY be packaged UNDER only ONE CONTEXT---the CHURCH. 

This is where they do their loud boasting, this is (also) where they flatter and show favoritism---AND this 

THEY do to take advantage OF THE PEOPLE they claim to be the shepherds and teachers of… 



This WHOLE verse (then) is dealing with the CHURCH---this is the LENS through which we are to 

understand each of the phrases/descriptors that WE FIND… 

And when you take into consideration the FACT that these individuals are also biblically incompetent, 

and attempting to gain power through subversive means—THEN there is (also) only ONE WAY to 

understand WHAT JUDE is telling US when He calls them loud mouth boasters—showing favoritism… 

He is telling us they are PEOPLE-PLEASING POLITICIANS! 

Bombastic men making promises to gain the people’s favor (or vote)… 

These are the kind of pastors who do their best to find “the players” in the congregation and show them 

special favors (like giving them positions of authority in the church)…(the rich and influential---those 

again who will MOVE them further up the ladder). 

THAT (too) is a mark of a FT---a mark identifying those WE are to FIGHT AGAINST… 

THEY are manipulators and abusers of the church and its people… 

They DIVIDE them (rather than unify them)…they take advantage of them RATHER than serve 

THEM…THEY find FAULT in the institution ITSELF rather than loving and protecting HER (which 

is what PAUL calls the elders in Ephesus to do –Act 20:28-29—“pay careful attention and care 

for the church…for savage wolves will come in and NOT spare the flock”)—that is WHO these 

men ARE (also)…SAVAGE WOLVES… 

THE ONLY WAY (however) we will identify THEM (as such) is by being CAREFUL to apply all 

these MARKERS we have looked at this morning—which brings me to WHAT I want to conclude 

our time WITH this morning—AND THAT is THIS QUESTION:  

What if all these things are not true of someone—should they still be considered a FT?—or ENEMY to be 

contended against? 

(And the answer is…) IF someone preaches a FALSE GOSPEL—all these things WB true of them (though it 

may take a little time to see)—since this is WHERE a false GOSPEL always leads—and that (too) is JUDE’S 

point….THIS is the downward spiral OF ALL WHO tread upon the PATH of a FALSE GOSPEL…THIS WB 

THEIR PATTERN and PERSON… 



Which is WHY WE must be ALERT---LOOKING for these MARKERS---AND (most importantly) FIGHTING 

HARD against them and their TEACHING when we find them… 

B/C THIS ONCE MORE is the BATTLE WE have been called into---AND NEXT WEEK we will finish JUDE by 

LEARNING exactly HOW to do that---FIGHT AGAINST them (and FIGHT effectively). 

So be here for that! 

Let’s PRAY 

 

2.  “Every member warfare” requires possessing  proper battle skills. 


